The fixed points of the International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90) are the basis of the calibration of standard platinum resistance thermometers (SPRTs). Impurities in the fixed point material at the level of parts per million can give rise to an elevation or depression of the fixed point temperature of order of millikelvins, which often represents the most significant contribution to the uncertainty of SPRT calibrations. A number of methods for correcting for the effect of impurities have been advocated, but it is becoming increasingly evident that no single method can be used in isolation. In this investigation, a suite of five aluminium fixed point cells (defined ITS-90 freezing temperature 660.323 °C) have been constructed, each cell using metal sourced from a different supplier. The five cells have very different levels and types of impurities. For each cell, chemical assays based on the glow discharge mass spectroscopy (GDMS) technique have been obtained from three separate laboratories. In addition a series of high quality, long duration freezing curves have been obtained for each cell, using three different high quality SPRTs, all measured under nominally identical conditions. The set of GDMS analyses and freezing curves were then used to compare the different proposed impurity correction methods. It was found that the most consistent corrections were obtained with a hybrid correction method based on the sum of individual estimates (SIE) and overall maximum estimate (OME), namely the SIE/Modified-OME method. Also highly consistent was the correction technique based on fitting a Scheil solidification model to the measured freezing curves, provided certain well defined constraints are applied. Importantly, the most consistent methods are those which do not depend significantly on the chemical assay.
Introduction
The International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90) [1] defines the phase transition temperature of a number of substances which are used as reference temperatures, or fixed points, for the calibration of standard platinum resistance thermometers (SPRTs) which are the interpolating instruments for the ITS-90. In many cases the largest contribution to the uncertainty of SPRT calibrations is the unknown elevation or depression of the freezing temperature due to the effect of trace impurities [2] , which are typically present at levels of parts per million (ppm), even when metals of the highest purity are used in the construction of such fixed points [3] .
Considerable work has been performed on the effect of impurities in ITS-90 fixed points, utilising various correction methods on individual cells (Sn [4, 5] , Zn [6, 7, 8, 9] , Al [10] and Ag [11] ) and in fixed point cells in general [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . Two key methods have emerged, and are now recommended by the CCT, which are both based on a chemical assay of the metal to determine which impurities are present, and in what quantity. These are the Sum of Individual Estimates (SIE) and Overall Maximum Estimate (OME) methods [2, 17] . The SIE method also requires a knowledge of the liquidus slope (rate of change of freezing temperature with impurity concentration) or distribution coefficient (molar ratio of solid solubility to liquid solubility of the impurity) in the low concentration limit, which is often difficult to obtain, though substantial progress has been made in populating the record in the last few years [18] .
A number of drawbacks of the SIE method have been pointed out [19, 20, 21, 22] , in particular the high demand placed on the accuracy and sensitivity of chemical assays, and the unknown relationship between the sample analysed and the actual concentration of impurities in the fixed point cell after construction. A number of complementary methods have been proposed, which make use of the shape of the freezing curve itself [10, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . The principal advantage of these methods is the lack of dependence on chemical assays; however, this concern is replaced with the disadvantage that they rely heavily on various assumptions about the relationship between the shape of the freezing curve and the impurities. Ideally, an assessment of impurity effects would draw on a variety of different complementary techniques.
Among the ITS-90 metal fixed points, aluminium is of particular interest because of its importance in SPRT calibrations, being the highest temperature fixed point accessible to SPRTs, and a key fixed point for the calibration of high temperature SPRTs (HTSPRTs). It is also the most difficult to obtain in high purity so characterisation and quantification of impurity effects is crucial for this fixed point. It has also exhibited peculiar impurity effects [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] including apparent significant oxidation [31] . Recently, after the publication of a comprehensive survey of distribution coefficients and liquidus slopes [35] , it has become possible to fully implement the SIE for the aluminium point.
In this study, a suite of five aluminium fixed point cells have been constructed, each using metal from a different source. The aim was to have five cells exhibiting a wide range of impurity effects, so that the available impurity correction techniques can be applied to the five cells in a systematic way. The aim is to identify which techniques are most consistent across the five cells, and to examine any difficulties associated with the implementation of each method. The paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 the construction of the fixed point cells is described. Section 3 describes the procedure for realising the freezes. The chemical analysis of the metals used in the cells is described in Section 4, and Section 5 provides an outline of the seven correction methods considered in this investigation. The results of the impurity corrections are given in Section 6, and these are discussed in Section 7. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
Construction of the cells 2.1. Materials
To ensure a variation in the quantity and nature of impurities present in the aluminium used for construction of the suite of fixed point cells, a batch of aluminium was obtained from five different suppliers. Stated purity of each sample was of order 99.9999 % [by weight]. One supplier was from the UK, one from Japan, and three from the USA. Four of the samples were supplied in the form of shots/slugs, and one (from Japan) was supplied as a monolithic block, from which the required material was cut.
The graphite components, supplied by SGL Group, were stated by the manufacturer to be 99.9995 % pure and were supplied, in a cleaned state, from the manufacturer. The quartz tubes used for the cell envelope and re-entrant well were also supplied in a cleaned state by Cambridge Glassblowing Ltd. The argon gas (99.9999 % pure, contained in a dedicated cylinder) used for the atmosphere within the cell was supplied by Air Products. The graphite, the quartz tubes, and the gas were all sourced from companies NPL has been familiar with for many years.
Experimental details
The fixed point cells were constructed in accordance with the procedure outlined in [36] . The design has been tested and validated extensively, through good performance as demonstrated by international key comparisons [37, 38] .
The design essentially consists of a high purity aluminium ingot contained within a graphite crucible. Above the crucible, there are graphite felt disks interspersed with graphite heat shunts. The system, which comprises an open fixed point cell design, is enclosed in a quartz tube, and also presents a quartz re-entrant well for the insertion of the temperature sensors. The system is sealed with a metal cap, which allows connection to an external gas handling system for pumping and backfilling with inert gas. A pressure gauge ensures operation at a pressure of 101,325 Pa (one atmosphere). The metal cap is cooled by means of a continuously circulating water cooling arrangement. The open fixed point assembly is shown in figure 1 . Figure 1 . Design of the cell. The cell was installed in a commercial three-zone furnace which has been optimised to give extremely good temperature uniformity (gradient along the bottom-most 12 cm of the re-entrant well of the cell was less than 14 mK). A continuously circulating water cooling system was used to keep the top of the furnace, the cell cap and the SPRT head cool.
Casting
To avoid contamination the graphite components were kept in their original sealed packaging until the point of construction. Great care was taken to avoid contamination of all materials. The complete set of graphite parts for each cell were then baked inside a quartz tube in vacuum at a temperature of 1100 °C for approximately 48 hours. Each of the five sets of components was baked separately in the same dedicated quartz tube. The graphite felt disks were baked separately, in a different quartz tube, using a similar procedure.
In order to cast the aluminium ingots, each crucible was filled with sufficient aluminium to ensure a gap of about 10 mm between the surface of the metal and the inner surface of the graphite top cap. Once the metal was molten, the re-entrant tube was inserted. The casting was performed in a pure argon atmosphere at a pressure around 103 kPa (slightly overpressurisation) at a temperature of about 670 °C. After the ingot was cast, the cell was assembled. Selected stages are shown in figure 2 to illustrate the process. 
Realisation procedure
During the measurements, the pressure of argon gas inside the cell was maintained at 101,325 Pa. The temperature was measured using three 25.5 Ω SPRTs, each from a different manufacturer, and an ASL F900 resistance bridge. A 100 Ω standard resistor was maintained in a stirred oil bath at 20 °C which has a long term stability of about 0.004 °C. The output from the bridge was logged with dedicated data acquisition software. The SPRTs were annealed as per the generally accepted procedure [39] and calibrated by reference to NPL's national standard reference set of aluminium fixed points prior to use in the new cells.
Once set up in the furnace, each aluminium cell was continuously evacuated and heated until it reached approximately 655 °C (5 °C below the melting temperature). At this point it was slowly refilled with argon. This flushing was performed three times, before backfilling the cell with argon once more and adjusting the pressure to 101,325 Pa. The melt was then performed by increasing the furnace temperature to 5 °C above the aluminium melting temperature, and the pressure re-adjusted to 101,325 Pa. The cell was kept molten at this temperature for at least 20 hours, to facilitate mixing of the impurities by diffusion [27] . The freeze was initiated by cooling the furnace to 2.5 °C below the freezing temperature. On recalescence, a brass rod was inserted in the re-entrant well for one minute to create an inner solid-liquid interface. The freezing plateau was maintained by increasing the furnace temperature to 0.4 °C below the freezing point. This process yielded a typical freezing plateau duration of about 18 hours (10 mK range). Figure 3 shows typical freezing curves for the five cells measured with one SPRT. Each cell was used to realise freezing plateaus for about 4 weeks, amounting to at least 7 per cell. The repeatability of the freezing curve measurements is exemplified in Figure 4 , where four curves measured consecutively with cell A are shown. The resistance of the three SPRTs was periodically measured at the triple point of water to check for drift. 
Chemical analysis
To facilitate the implementation of the different correction methodologies, it is necessary to have a chemical analysis of the metal used for each cell. The most common method for analysing impurities in metals at the level of parts per million (ppm) is the glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS) technique. Some of the metals were provided with a chemical analysis; only three were performed with GDMS, the other two having been performed with inductively coupled plasma (ICP) spectrometry techniques. The ICP results revealed no impurities detected in one metal lot, and only 0.9 ppm of silicon in the other. In all cases, no information was provided on the uncertainty associated with the analysis.
Samples from each of the five metals were prepared and sent to three different laboratories to be analysed by GDMS. Each of these laboratories had a particular requirement for the sample shape and size to be sent to them. One required the sample to be in the shape of a flat cylinder (diameter 20 mm, height 5 mm) and the other required a thin pin (2.3 mm x 2.3 mm x 20 mm). The other was able to accept an assorted collection of randomly sized pellets. To produce the required geometries, graphite moulds were machined, cleaned, and baked at 900 °C so that the samples could be cast. Care was taken not to cross-contaminate the samples. The casting was performed under vacuum in a graphite furnace [40] at a temperature of about 700 °C. The system was held at this temperature for two hours, then cooled to room temperature at a rate of about 3 °C per minute. Figure 5 shows examples of the moulds and cast samples. On removal from the mould, the samples were cut to size as appropriate with a clean saw. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XRS) analyses on the cut samples confirm that there was no significant contamination of the samples from the saw used to cut the pins. Figure 6 shows representative results from the SEM measurements. The GDMS results for the aluminium from the five different suppliers (A, E, H, N, and S), are shown in tables 1-5. It is evident that for each sample there is little consistency between the GDMS analysis laboratories, which is a major limitation of impurity correction methodologies which rely on the GDMS analysis alone. Furthermore, none of the analyses carried a useable statement of uncertainty. GDMS suppliers 1 and 2 stated their uncertainties, although only as a percentage. Note that while the techniques making use of the chemical analyses assume the impurities are homogeneously distribute throughout the ingot, there may in fact be significant inhomogeneity [41] ; here we assume the impurities are homogeneous. Table 3 . Results of the chemical analyses for batch from metal supplier H. The technique employed in the analysis provided by the supplier of the metal batch was ICP-AES. As it detected no impurities, calculations were based on half of the detection limits stated for the scanned elements, following CCT recommendations [17, 42] . However this seems to yield a significant overestimation of the real impurity levels in the material. 
Current methodologies for estimating the effect of impurities in fixed point cells
Impurity effects often represent the largest contribution to the uncertainty associated with the realisation of an ITS-90 metal fixed-point [2] . The effect is often so large that it is desirable to perform some correction to account for it. The CCT has provided a recommendation [17] on how to approach this correction but this has serious shortcomings and a number of other techniques have been proposed and discussed. The available methods can be divided into two categories: those that depend on chemical analysis, and those that depend on analysis of the shape of the freezing curve. There are several methods that depend on both. The principal correction methods that depend on chemical analysis are the Sum of Individual Estimates (SIE); the Overall Maximum Estimate (OME); the Hybrid SIE/OME. Those that depend on the shape of the freezing curve are; the Scheil model; the gradient method; the thermal analysis, or '1/F method'; and the direct comparison of cells. In this section, these are summarised in the context of the current investigation.
Sum of Individual Estimates (SIE)
The SIE method relies on the assumption that the effect of each impurity in the metal is independent of the others [43] so that the effect of all the impurities on the freezing temperature can be summed over all impurities. It is currently the method recommended by the CCT [17] . It also relies on a knowledge of the amount of each impurity present, provided by the GDMS analysis, and the liquidus slope in the limit of low concentration. The change in the freezing temperature caused by the impurities is given by
where Tpure is the freezing temperature of the ideally pure material and Tliq is the actual freezing temperature. Both Tpure and Tliq represent the liquidus point. ci is the concentration of impurity i and mi is its liquidus slope. The values of the distribution coefficient (k) and liquidus slopes used in this investigation are given as a function of atomic number Z up to Z = 94 in table 6 [18, 35] . The uncertainty in the value of ∆TSIE is: 
Overall Maximum Estimate (OME)
Whenever there is not sufficient knowledge of the impurity concentrations or their liquidus slopes, the CCT recommends the use of the OME method [17] , which only requires a knowledge of the overall mole fraction impurity concentration and the first cryoscopic constant [44] for the fixed point material. This method does not provide a correction to the freezing temperature; instead, it yields a value which can be used to represent the uncertainty in the temperature:
Where c is the overall impurity concentration, and A is the cryoscopic constant, which is given by
Where L is the molar heat of fusion, R is the molar gas constant, and Tpure is the phase transition temperature of the pure substance.
The uncertainty in ∆TOME is given by
As the GDMS analyses in this study are rather complete, and the published list of common impurities is well represented in the analyses [42] , the overall concentration of impurities can be estimated from the GDMS analyses themselves.
Hybrid SIE/Modified-OME
This method combines the SIE method for the dominant impurities and the OME method for the remaining impurities [17] . If the equilibrium distribution coefficients k of all relevant impurities are known, which is now the case for aluminium [18, 35] , a simpler, modified OME method can be used. The change in the liquidus-point temperature by impurities with k less than 0.1, can be reliably estimated by fitting the expression
to the freezing curve over an appropriate range (typically within the first half of the freeze). F is the liquid fraction. It is acceptable to determine the concentration of impurities with k > 0.1 by parameterisation using a least-squares fit of (6) to the measured freezing curve, then apply (3) to determine ∆TOME. For the remaining impurities, k ≥ 0.1, the SIE method is applied to those impurities having k ≥ 0.1 to determine ∆TSIE. The two estimates are then summed.
In this investigation, the OME component was estimated by fitting data at the beginning of the freezing curve (0.05 < 1 -F < 0.15) using (6) . To perform the fitting, it is necessary for the freezing curve abscissa to be in terms of solid fraction 1 -F, and the ordinate to be in terms of temperature. The peak in the freezing plateau is defined as occurring at 1 -F = 0, and ∆T is specified as zero at this point. To convert the elapsed time to solid fraction, it is necessary to define an end point. This is taken to be the point of inflection in the curve after the steep drop in temperature following the end of the flat part of the curve, prior to the approach to the furnace temperature; this has been found to coincide with the disappearance of the liquid-solid interface determined with more rigorous methods [25] .
The uncertainty in this hybrid method may be determined by combining the uncertainty of the two individual corrections in quadrature.
Scheil model
The Scheil model of solidification makes the assumption that diffusion processes are very fast compared with the velocity of the liquid-solid interface [25, 27] . In practical terms, this means freezing durations of greater than about 12 hours. The temperature is related to the liquid fraction F by
where c is the overall concentration of impurities, m is the liquidus slope, and k is the distribution coefficient. By fitting this expression to the freezing curve using least-squares methods, the quantity mc can be obtained, which is the change in temperature due to the impurities corresponding to F = 1. Note that m and c cannot be parameterised independently because of their linear interdependence during the fitting process.
The main drawback of this method is the degeneracy associated with the existence of several impurities having different values of k. In this case, different combinations of impurities can all give rise to the same value of mc, which means that in some cases the model is not able to uniquely identify the temperature correction. Nonetheless, this method provides useful additional information on the impurity effects, and, importantly, does not rely on the GDMS analysis. In this study, the uncertainty attributed to the correction yielded by the Scheil method was obtained from the uncertainty in the value of the fitted parameter mc arising from the least-squares fit. Care should be taken to perform the fitting only in the region of the freezing curve where the shape is dominated by impurity effects, i.e. towards the early parts of the freeze. Towards the end of the freeze, the shape gradually becomes dominated by thermal effects as the liquid-solid interface reaches the re-entrant well and the corresponding immersion of the SPRT sensing element deteriorates. Figure 7 shows a typical fit of the Scheil model. Figure 7 . Fit of the Scheil expression (6) to experimentally measured freezing curve. T0, mc, and k are free parameters.
Gradient method
The gradient method is derived from the Scheil method [26] . It is a fast way of estimating the impurity correction. The gradient of the freezing curve at F = 0.5 is determined by fitting a tangent to the freezing curve at that point (over the range 0.45 < F < 0.55), and extrapolating it to F = 0. The estimate is given by
Where TT is the temperature at F = 0.5. The method is only applicable for systems where k = 0. The uncertainty in the correction is taken to be the uncertainty associated with the fitting process.
Thermal analysis
The '1/F method', sometimes called 'thermal analysis' is a variation of the Scheil method, with k assumed to be zero [10, 22, 23] . In this case, the temperature is plotted as a function of 1/F, which allows a straight line to be fitted to the linear portion of the data in the early part of the freeze, where the shape of the freezing curve is dominated by impurity effects. The gradient of this line can then be used to yield a parameter dT / d(1/F)1/F=1 [10] , which is taken to represent the correction at F = 1. The uncertainty associated with the correction was obtained from the uncertainty in the value of the fitted gradient arising from the least-squares fit.
Direct cell comparison
The direct comparison of freezing curves is a widely used de-facto standard method of comparing the freezing temperatures. This method cannot be used to determine absolute corrections for impurity effects, but can be used to examine relative differences between cells. To achieve the most reliable results it is essential that the SPRT used for the comparison is stable, and that the thermal environment of the cells is essentially the same. In this investigation the same furnace was used for all five cells constructed, which were compared against the NPL national reference standard cell. The SPRT was carefully quenched and measured at the triple point of water between measurements to express the comparison in terms of the ratio of the resistance at the aluminium freezing temperature and the resistance at the triple point of water, namely W. In addition, all measurements were corrected for selfheating, hydrostatic head, and pressure differences. As with all measurements performed in this investigation, the cell was held in the molten state for 20 hours prior to beginning the freeze. The uncertainty budget for the comparison measurements is shown in table 7. Table 7 . Uncertainty budget for the direct comparison of cells. It is worth observing that the major component in this approach is the uncertainty of the traceable reference cell, which in turn was compared to the national standard previously (when this component becomes the effect of impurities). 
Results
The results obtained from the methodologies of Section 5 are outlined below. The results are grouped by cell (i.e. metal supplier). All uncertainties correspond to a coverage factor of k = 1, corresponding to a coverage interval of 67 %. Table 8 shows the results of the cell comparison (since the reference cell measured, the working standard cell Al 10/09, had been previously compared against the national standard cell 'Al sealed', the corrections given are relative/traced to the national standard 'Al sealed'). The results of all the methodologies are given in tables 9-13 and summarised in figure 8. Figure 8 . Comparison of the different correction methods, for the five cells.
Discussion
Considerable variation in the quality of the chemical analyses was observed. Very little information was given regarding the uncertainty of the measurements. Unless otherwise stated, the uncertainty was assumed to be equal in magnitude to the stated amount of impurity. The uncertainty in the liquidus slopes was obtained from [35] .
An example of the irregularities present can be seen in the SIE corrections for the metal from supplier H. The resulting corrections were large, with large uncertainties, because an ICP-AES (inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy) analysis was performed, which does not have sufficient sensitivity to detect impurities at the level of parts per billion. The analyses using the supplier's own assay are therefore included for illustration only.
Despite showing poor agreement with each other in general, the GDMS results from Labs 1, 2 and 3 for the metal from Supplier A were very consistent with respect to the titanium (Ti) content of the material. Ti is a significant impurity in Al because it is commonly observed in relatively large concentrations, and because it has a high value of k (about 6.4). However, for Ti the uncertainty declared by Lab 2 is a factor of 10 larger than that of Lab 1. This explains why the SIE and hybrid SIE/OME corrections for Lab 1 and 2 are similar but the uncertainties are quite different. The metal of Supplier A was remarkable because the consistently high levels of Ti indicated by the various GDMS analyses coincided with the observed shape of the freezing curve, which exhibited a large downward slope at the beginning of the freeze, consistent with the shape that would be expected from a high k impurity [25] . This is evident in figure 1 .
The GDMS analysis from Lab 3 presented some uncommon peaks of Se (from 13 ppm to 113 ppm) in the metal from all suppliers, which does not correspond to the nominal purity of the samples (maximum nominal impurity content < 1 ppm). Since this was unique to the Lab 3 analysis, it is suspected that some contamination occurred during the execution of the GDMS analysis procedure. The results from Lab 1 for metal E showed an unusually high peak of Bi (1.7 ppm). This lab reported that the sample had been checked with a second GDMS apparatus and the Bi peak proved to be reproducible. However, the liquidus slope of Bi in Al is very small (-0.039 mK/ppm), so the overall contribution from the Bi is just -66 µK, i.e. producing no observable effect on the freezing curve.
The supplier's GDMS results for metal E showed only 0.9 ppm of Si as a detected impurity. No further information was available concerning which elements were analysed, or the detection limits and uncertainties. Since the hybrid SIE/OME method uses GDMS data only for impurity with k < 0.1, the SIE component was zero.
Fitting of the Scheil model was performed over selected ranges using a lower limit of 1 -F = 0.05 and upper limits of both 1 -F = 0.5 and 1 -F = 0.8, to give an indication of the sensitivity of the method to the range of the freezing curve over which fitting was performed. However, these limits were not possible for the metals A and N. For these two metals, upper limits of 1 -F = 0.25 and 1 -F = 0.5 were employed. Metal A consistently presented a high peak (about 2 mK above the mean temperature of the plateau) at the beginning of the freeze, indicating the presence of a high k impurity, almost certainly Ti, as a high Ti concentration was indicated by all the GDMS analyses. For fitting of the Scheil model with k fixed at zero, this peak at the beginning had to be excluded from the fit.
A key result which is evident in figure 8 is the relatively large variation in the corrections which depend on the GDMS analyses. This is attributable to the very large inconsistencies in the GDMS results from different providers, for the same metal samples. The methods which exhibited the best consistency (i.e. quantitative agreement) were the Hybrid SIE/Modified-OME method, and the Scheil method (provided k was fixed at zero in the fit). Both these methods are insensitive to errors in the GDMS analysis. This is because the SIE component of the hybrid SIE/Modified-OME method only takes into account impurities with k > 0.1, so that relatively large amounts of impurity are needed to effect a given temperature depression compared with impurities having k < 0.1, while the Scheil method does not rely on the GDMS analysis at all.
Conclusions
For the first time, a suite of five aluminium fixed point cells, each constructed using aluminium from a different source, has been subjected to a systematic analysis of impurity correction methods by obtaining a series of freezing curves measured under identical conditions for all five cells. Also for the first time, GDMS analyses were obtained from three different providers for each of the five metals used. By placing the investigation on a systematic basis in this way, it was possible to draw some general conclusions about the accuracy of the different impurity correction methods, and the accuracy of the GDMS assays. The methods evaluated were the SIE, OME, Hybrid SIE/Modified-OME, Scheil fitting, gradient method, thermal method, and direct cell comparisons (the OME itself is not considered a correction methodology but the estimate of a bound, which is applied as the uncertainty of the cell due to impurities). In general, the GDMS assays exhibited large discrepancies in comparison to each other, making it difficult to rely on correction methods (or estimated bound in the case of OME) that are solely dependent on them. It was shown that the recommended CCT approaches of SIE and OME gave the most inconsistent results. This is because it appears impossible to get the reliable GDMS data on which both approaches rely. The most consistent correction methods were the hybrid SIE/Modified-OME method, and the Scheil method with the distribution coefficient k fixed at zero. The former only depends weakly on the GDMS analysis, while the latter relies only on the shape of the freezing curve. It is recommended that these two approaches, in favour of the SIE/OME approaches, are used in combination to determine reliable impurity corrections, with robust uncertainties, for ITS-90 fixed point temperatures.
